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Te technology of free-space optical communication (FSOC) systems has some distinctive merits compared to other technologies.
Its use is extremely benefcial to meet the exigencies of optical telecommunications and wireless networks (OTWNs). However,
since the OTWNs transport a lot of data, the choice of a reliable modulation scheme is highly crucial. To this end, the focus of this
paper is an in-depth study of a Point-to-Point Optical Link (P2P-OL) system under a FSOC-Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
(MIMO) channel using an optimal modulation scheme. Furthermore, atmospheric turbulence (AT) efects over the FSOC-MIMO
channel are incorporated in the proposed system to obtain substantial results.Te performance analysis test of the proposed high-
rate P2P-OL system is validated under the case that the channel decreases signifcantly when the ATgets strong regimes. Finally,
the proposed system uses an optimal Non-Return to Zero Pulse Generator-Mach-Zehnder Modulator ((NRZPG-MZM)) scheme,
which displays acceptable performance levels in a dust-fog meteorological environment under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel with the
attenuation value of 59.66 dB/km (i.e., max OSNR� 24.9 dB, min BER� 1e − 09, and max Q-factor� 6), whereas with the same
environment under a G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel, the attenuation value is 58.55 dB/km (i.e., max OSNR� 24.67 dB, min
BER� 1e − 09, and max Q-factor� 6).

1. Introduction and Motivation

Today’s realistic workspaces require extraordinary band-
width and connectivity performance levels to distribute data
to exploit and provide a resource advantage. Te land, air,
maritime, and space areas have common bandwidth and
connectivity requirements [1–3]. However, wireless com-
munication has an inherent challenge associated with its
dependence on radio frequency (or RF); its nature makes it
very vulnerable due to weather conditions. In highly con-
gested workspaces, RF communication has a very inefcient
bandwidth and weak connectivity. To improve connectivity

and use bandwidth efciently, the fber-optic (or FO) sys-
tems ofer high-bandwidth digital links throughout the
major part of the world. Nevertheless, in certain cases, the
installation of a FO cable is not feasible or practical. Free
Space optical communication (or FSOC) presents an al-
ternative to FO and RF wireless communication systems.
Te FSOC can provide high-speed connectivity to link land,
air, and maritime platforms. In the present paper, we will
focus on FSOC technology [4–9].

Numerous research studies on the FSOC technology
have been investigated and proposed to improve data
transmission performances in optical telecommunications
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and wireless networks (OTWNs). Sahoo [10] has in-
vestigated the error performances of an inter-symbol in-
terference (or ISI) compensating modulation scheme named
Return to Zero Coded Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (or
RZ-GMSK) sampled phase. According to the author, the
error performance of RZ-GMSK over a log-normal turbu-
lence fading channel has been compared and validated with
other proposed modulation schemes, such as pulse position
modulation (or PPM) [11] and pulse position modulation-
minimum shift keying (or PPM-MSK) [12]. From the ob-
tained numerical results in [10], the author has reported that
the RZ-GMSK sampled phase modulation scheme out-
performs other schemes, especially in adverse weather
conditions and for high-speed data transmission. Finally, the
authors have proposed their work for the optical wireless
back-haul network application under a FSOC channel. In
[13], the authors have investigated and reported perfor-
mance of a hybrid FSOC/FO link as an alternative approach
to the traditional FSO link under various weather condi-
tions. From the obtained numerical results in [13], the
authors have found that the hybrid FSO/FO link shows slight
improvement as compared with the traditional FSO link
throughout the range of FSO investigated from 0.2 km to
2 km. Te communication distance of the hybrid link has
been improved to 40 km. Tey have also noted that the
system’s performance is improved by using a dual FSO
channel as compared to employing a single FSO channel.
Finally, the authors have concluded that the obtained results
indicate strong agreement with Kim’s model, particularly at
a high input power of 160mW.

In [14], the authors report that wireless communication
under a FSOC channel has attracted more interest based on
the high data rates achievable, license-free bandwidth, se-
cured links, and simplicity of deployment. For the work
presented in [14], the authors proposed an analysis of the
performances of the FSOC terrestrial links by taking into
account the internal characteristics of the system exploiting
850 and 1310 nm transmission wavelengths. From the ob-
tained numerical results in [14], the authors observed that
the performances of the suggested system are optimized
considering and varying diferent input powers, modulation
formats, data rates, link ranges, beam divergence, and de-
tector types. In addition, they have also detected that
a higher value of the Q-factor can be obtained in diferent
modulation schemes at a wavelength of 1310 nm as com-
pared to an 850 nm wavelength. Finally, the authors have
reported that the system has achieved its maximum trans-
mission range at 1.7 km with data rates up to 10Gbps. Te
optimum value of beam divergence for a better quality of the
received optical signal over the maximum possible trans-
mission range has been obtained at 2mrad.

In [15], the authors have studied the impact of several
internal factors on the FSOC-based system under the efects
of difractive optical elements and rain mitigation. Te re-
sults report that NRZ with an APD detector performs better
than RZ with a PIN detector. In another paper [16], the
authors have proposed the design of a wavelength division
multiplexing (or WDM) system under a multibeam FSOC
channel.Te authors have successfully studied and evaluated

in detail the efects of atmospheric and geometric non-
linearities in moderate atmospheric turbulence on the
proposed design. Te authors’ goal in employing the mul-
tibeam FSOC channel is to reduce the attenuations caused by
atmospheric and geometric nonlinearities. From the ob-
tained numerical results in [16], the authors have found that
the multibeam FSOC channel at 30Gbps in the proposed
system provides improved performances compared to the
case where the single-beam FSOC channel at 30Gbps is used
in the same system, with a maximum FSOC connection
length of 3500m.

For enhancing the spectral efciency (or SE) and the FSO
system performance, two interesting contributions have
been made by the authors of the papers [17, 18]. In [17], the
authors have proposed a transmission modulation adaptive
technique for FSOC links under a gamma-gamma (or G-G)
turbulence channels. However, the proposed technique by
the authors allows an efcient use of the FSOC channel
capacity to improve the SE by adjusting the order of the
phase-shift keying (or PSK) scheme, considering the con-
ditions of the G-G turbulence channel located in the FSOC
link environment as well as the required bit error rate (or
BER). In addition, they have addressed the problems of
channel degradation due to the turbulence and pointing
errors (or PE) efects through the modifcation and in-
tegration of the SIMO (or single-input multiple-output)
technique into the channel with maximum ratio combining
(or MRC). As a result, they have concluded that the sug-
gested adaptive technique can enhance the SEmore than fve
times compared to the nonadaptive technique under a target
BER threshold which is 10− 3 with a signal-to-noise ratio (or
SNR) value equal to 27 and 42 dB in the case of G-G tur-
bulence channel without and with PE, respectively. Also, the
same SE enhancement is obtained with SNR equals to 30 dB
but when using the FSOC-1x4 (i.e., FSOC-SIMO) scheme
with MRC and PE, and with the same optical transmission
power. In paper [18], the authors have studied and analyzed
the pointing error impacts on the performances of a FSO
system which employs the multipulse pulse position mod-
ulation (or MP-PPM) technique under a G-G turbulence
channel. In addition, they have corrected the degradation in
their proposed system with the employment of the SIMO
technique in the channel with MRC diversity. As a result,
they concluded that the optimization of the receiving beam
waist resulted in a signifcant improvement in the proposed
system’s performance. As an example, to obtain low PE and
ASER (average symbol error rate) values, the estimated
optimum value of the beam waist radius is 0.5 and 2m with

Table 1: Attenuation values for diferent weather types [13–25].

Weather Attenuation values (dB/km)
Clear 0.2
Little fog 4.2850
Light rain 6.2702
Moderate fog 15.555
Heavy rain 19.2795
Dust fog 34
Dense fog 84.904
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Figure 1: Power (dBm) vs. frequency (Hz), for EPG formats. (a) Nonreturn to zero (NRZ) RF spectrum. (b) Return to zero (RZ) RF
spectrum. (c) Gaussian RF spectrum. (d) Hyperbolic-secant (HS) RF spectrum. (e) Raised-cosine (RC) RF spectrum.
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Figure 2: Outdoor long-haul FSOC system confguration [26, 27].
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normalized jitter values of 1 and 5, respectively. In addition,
they also recorded that with fxed transmit power at optimal
beam waist values, high gains in system performance are
achieved. For instance, with a transmission power of 20 dBm
and a range of 3 km, ASER values of 10− 08 and 10− 03 have
been achieved for the same normalized jitter values of 1 and
5, respectively. However, they also mentioned that these
values can be improved considerably when the FSOC-1× 4
(i.e., FSOC-SIMO) scheme with the MRC technique is
applied, and fnally, they demonstrated that the outage
probability of the proposed system when employing the
SIMO technique with MRC can be enhanced by a factor of
three compared to the use of the SISO technique.

In [19], the authors proposed an excellent contribution in
the enhancement of WDM performances for FSOC systems
through the use of three modulation schemes, such as a digital
pulse-position modulation (or DPPM), M-ary pulse-position
modulation (M-ary PPM), and on–of keying (OOK). In
addition, they hypothesized that on their proposed system,
cross-channel crosstalk (CCC), atmospheric turbulence (AT),
pointing error (PE), and amplifed spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise are included. However, the authors [19] report

that the WDM/DPPM-FSOC system sufers from CCC, AT,
PE, and ASE noise, which are responsible for the reduction of
the link efciency and system performances. As a solution, the
authors [19] recommended addressing those problems
through the implementation of M-ary PPM in order to at-
tenuate the efects of AT and enhance the receiver sensitivity.
Furthermore, they developed a combination approach be-
tween the N-hybrid diversity of spatial modulation (or N-SM)
technique and the M-ary-PPM technique for improving the
BER performances and the efectiveness forWDM/SM/M-ary
PPM-FSOC system. Finally, the authors demonstrated that
the proposed WDM/SM/M-ary PPM-FSOC system presents
a signifcant enhancement in terms of receiver sensitivity and
power penalty when compared to the WDM/OOK-
NRZ-FSOC system.

Te authors in [19] reported a very strong contribution
in the FSO literature [20], which focuses on the improved
performances of the average SE employing aperture aver-
aging (or AA) and spatial coherence diversity (or SCD)
based on the modifed PPM (or MPPM) technique for the
FSOC-MISO channel. However, the investigation of average
SE is performed for the FSOC-MISO channel with the use of
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Figure 3: Various physical conditions and weather efects on FSOC link [31, 32].
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Figure 4: Direct detection of the FSOC system [48–50].
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MPPM, spatial pulse-position modulation (or SPPM), and
SCD. After this investigation, they proposed a new modu-
lation as a hybrid MPPM/SPPM technique to enhance av-
erage SE performances. As a result, they have concluded that
reducing AT efects and scintillation under a FSOC-MISO
channel is achieved by using the AA technique. Further-
more, they also illustrated that the average SE performance
can be enhanced by using SCD in a coherent FSOC-MISO
system, and fnally, SCD in a coherent FSOC-MISO system

signifcantly outperforms both OOK and MPPM techniques
even in the presence of PE under strong AT.

Tere are studies that have demonstrated that the RF
system is complementary to the FSOC system. Conse-
quently, the employment of the hybrid RF/FSOC system is
a preferred way to enhance the performance of the FSOC
system in inappropriate channel conditions [21–24].

After extensive research into the works related to the
FSO technology, this paper deals with the design and
evaluation of a point-to-point optical link (or P2P-OL)
under a FSOC channel exploiting an optimal modulation
scheme under diferent weather conditions (see Table 1)
which has not been discussed in the literature so far. Te key
motivation behind this work is to evaluate the impact of the
electrical pulse generator (EPG) format on the proposed
systems, which are NRZ pulse generator (NRZPG), RZ pulse
generator (RZPG), Gaussian pulse generator (GPG),
hyperbolic-secant pulse generator (HSPG), and raised cosine
pulse generator (or RCPG). Figure 1 illustrates the distri-
bution of the total power of the transmitted data versus the
frequency for diferent EPG formats. It is quite clear that
each format has a specifc distribution of its power; from
observation, one can see that the GPG, HSPG, and RCPG
formats, which are used in optical satellite transmissions,
have the advantage of producing signals whose spectra are
well localized in frequencies (every format has a power that
is concentrated in a small spectral range).

To achieve and accomplish our work objective, we rely
on the following parts:

In the frst part, we investigate the P2P-OL system under
free-space optical communication-single-input and single-
output (FSOC-SISO) channel performance and availability
in varying weather conditions based on the attenuation
variation with using the direct optical modulation (or DOM)
for diferent EPG formats. To evaluate the performances of
the proposed system, we have tested it under two diferent
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Figure 5: Confguration of a simple high-speed P2P-OL under a FSOC-SISO channel using DOM without PE.

Table 2: Simulation parameters ([7, 53] and proposed).

Operating parameters Values
Bit rate 1Gbps
Power of CW laser 30 dBm
Wavelength of CW laser 1552.5244 nm
Attenuation Variable
Geometrical loss Yes
Transmitter aperture diameter 5 cm
Receiver aperture diameter 25 cm
Transmitter optics efciency 1
Receiver optics efciency 1
Transmitter
azimuth pointing error angle Variable

Receiver azimuth pointing error angle 0 μrad
Beam divergence 1.5mrad
Additional losses 3 dB

Filter type Low-pass bessel flter,
order 4

APD sensitivity 1A/W
APD gain 100
APD dark current 10 nA
APD load resistance 50Ω
APD temperature 298 K
APD responsivity 1A/W
Electron charge 1.6×10− 19°C
Planck constant 6.625×10–34
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channels, such as log-normal fading FSOC channel and
gamma-gamma FSOC channel without pointing errors (or
PE). In the second part, we improve the previous proposed
system through the use of an optical amplifer, the EDFA
(erbium-doped fber amplifer). For more information on
the EDFA, refer to the following sections. However, in the
third part, we use the same improved system that was
evaluated in the second part, but we exploit the external
optical modulation (EOM) for diferent EPG formats under
a log-normal fading FSOC channel and a gamma-gamma

FSOC channel without PE. In the fnal part, we investigate
the performances of the proposed system under a free-space
optical communication-multiple-input and multiple-output
(or FSOC-MIMO) channel based on the highest quality
EOM and EPG techniques, where we also demonstrate the
efect of beam forming gain over a FSOC-MIMO channel
(also under a log-normal fading FSOC channel and
a gamma-gamma FSOC channel, without and with PE) in
which we present their advantages and disadvantages. To
fnish this part, we have exploited the maximum capacity of

NRZPG-No FSOC-SISO Channel modeling
RZPG-No FSOC-SISO Channel modeling
GPG-No FSOC-SISO Channel modeling
HSPG-No FSOC-SISO Channel modeling
RCPG-No FSOC-SISO Channel modeling
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Figure 6: Max OSNR (dB) vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km): using DOM for EPG formats, without PE.
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Figure 8: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) using DOM for EPG formats, without PE.

Table 3: Acceptable performances of min BER, max Q-factor, and max OSNR vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) using DOM for EPG
formats without PE.

Attenuation (dB/km) 32.83 (NRZPG)
⟹

32.63 (RZPG)
⟹

32.30 (GPG)
⟹

31.97 (RCPG)
⟹

31.87 (HSPG)
⟹

Min BER 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 9 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6 6 6 6 6
Max OSNR (dB) 23.46 20.94 24.60 16.41 25.77
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Figure 12: Min BER vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with weak AT using DOM for EPG formats under various LNF FSOC-SISO
channel states, without PE.
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Figure 14: Min BER vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with strong AT using DOM for EPG formats under various LNF FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.
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Figure 17: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with strong ATusing DOM for EPG formats under various LNF FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.

Table 4: Acceptable performances of min BER, max Q-factor, and max OSNR vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) using DOM for EPG
formats under LNF FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3, without PE.

Attenuation (dB/km) 34.23 (RCPG)
⟹

33.92 (NRZPG)
⟹

29.64 (HSPG)
⟹

29.48 (GPG)
⟹

27.76 (RZPG)
⟹

Min BER 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 9 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6 6 6 6 6
Max OSNR (dB) 15.96 26.9 21.75 25 21.91
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the FSOC-MIMO channel by using WDM technology for 16
users, where we have estimated the transmission capacity (or
TC) for each of the 16 users and the overall transmission
capacity (or OTC) of the proposed system.

Te rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the confguration of the outdoor long-haul FSOC
system. Section 3 presents the meteorological characteristics
which can deteriorate the FSOC system’s performance.
Section 4 provides an analysis for calculating the electrical
signal-to-noise ratio (ESNR) and the bit error rate (BER).
Section 5 describes the basic FSOC system suggested in this
paper. Section 6 discusses the simulation results and depicts
the graphical analysis. Finally, Section 7 gives a summary of
the key fndings of this study.

2. Outdoor Long-Haul FSOC System

In an outdoor long-haul FSOC system, the optical trans-
ceivers (OTx/ORx: optical transmitter/optical receiver) are
communicating wirelessly over the air via P2P line-of-sight
(or LOS) FSOC links, as illustrated in Figure 2.Te emitter (or
OTx part), however, typically employs semiconductor lasers
with large bandwidth and high-power output, such as CW
laser (i.e., it generates a continuous wave optical signal), and
the receiver (ORx part) employs a trans-impedance combined
bootstrap design, such as PINs photodiodes (or positive-in-
trinsic-negative photodiodes) or APDs (avalanche photodi-
odes) of various dimensions. To modulate the optical signals,
intensity modulation and direct detection based on OOK (or
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Figure 18: Max OSNR (dB) vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with weak AT using DOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-
SISO channel states without PE.
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Figure 19: Max OSNR (dB) vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with moderate AT using DOM for EPG formats under various G-G
FSOC-SISO channel states without PE.
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on of Keying) are broadly applied. In this paper, we focus on
the application of other modulation formats [26–30].

Te beam signal strength of a P2P-LOS FSOC link is
afected by the atmospheric losses and interference
throughout the propagation path, including free-space
losses, free-air absorption, scattering, refraction, atmo-
spheric turbulence (also referred to as scintillation), and
interference from ambient light, which is stray light beside

the exploited light beam reaching the ORx part. In Figure 3,
diferent efects of physical and weather-related conditions
occurring on the FSOC link are illustrated. In addition,
there has been evidence from the feld tests in major cities
of the world that prove the atmospheric attenuation of
these over-mentioned factors is persistently weak. Tere-
fore, these factors may be collectively modeled as a constant
parameter compared to the turbulence within
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Figure 20: Max OSNR (dB) vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with strong AT using DOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-
SISO channel states, without PE.
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Figure 21: Min BER vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with weak AT: using DOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-
SISO channel states without PE.
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Figure 22: Min BER vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with moderate AT using DOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.
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Figure 23: Min BER vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with strong AT using DOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.
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Figure 24: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with weak AT using DOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.
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Figure 25: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with moderate AT using DOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-
SISO channel states without PE.
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a mathematical model. However, the main weakness of the
outdoor long-haul FSOC system is atmospheric turbulence,
which arises as a result of refractive index variation related
to inhomogeneities in temperature and pressure fuctua-
tions and ultimately induces random amplitude fuctua-
tions associated with the transmitted optical signals over
the FSOC channel. As is well known, atmospheric tur-
bulence is physically represented by the Kolmogorov
theory [26–30].

2.1. Log-Normal Turbulence Model. For carrying out the
FSOC channel fading, the FSOC channel needs to be
modeled with a log-normal distribution, as the log-normal
model is widely applied to model the fading efect, especially
under low-moderate, high-moderate, and high-turbulence
conditions. To do that, we employ the log-normal statistical
channel model, which can be described as follows
[26, 27, 31–35]:

yORx � s · zOTx + bAWGN, (1)

where

s � η · I. (2)

In equations (1) and (2), yORx is the received signal
from the destination node (ORx); s is the instantaneous
intensity gain; zOTx ∈ 0, 1{ } is the OOK modulated signal
transmitted from the source node (OTx);
bAWGN ∼ Ν(0, N0/2) represents the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN), which is mainly generated by
the superposition of the circuit noise and the thermal
noise in the electronics; η is the efective photo-current
conversion ratio of the ORx; and I is the light intensity
(normalized), which is caused by the AT, where

η � c ·
e · λ
h · c

, (3)

and

I � e
(2·x)

. (4)

In equations (3) and (4), c represents the quantum
efciency of the photo receiver at the ORx; e is the
electron charge; λ is the signal wavelength; c represents
the light’s speed; and h is Plank’s constant. x ∼ Ν(0, σ2x)

follows the Gaussian distribution with a zero-mean and
a variance value equal to σ2x. Hence, I has a log-normal
distribution with a mean value equal to e2·σ2x and a vari-
ance value equal to e4·σ2x · (e4·σ2x − 1), and probability
density function (or PDF) is formulated as follows
[26, 27, 31–35]:

FI(x) �
1

2 · x · σx ·
����
2 · π

√  · e
− (ln(x))2/8·σ2x( ), (5)

where σ2x represents the normalized intensity fuctuation
variance or scintillation index. For plane waves, the scin-
tillation index is represented by the following Rytov
variance:

σ2x � σ2R. (6)

In equation (6), the σ2R refers to the Rytov variance which
is calculated from 1.23 · C2

n · k1.17 · L1.83, k denotes the wave
number, L is the link distance, and C2

n in (m
− 2/3) corresponds

to the strength of the atmospheric turbulence or, simply, the
strength of fuctuations in the refractive index of the en-
vironment. In fact, the C2

n numerical values, 10− 13 m− 2/3,
10− 15 m− 2/3, and 10− 17 m− 2/3, are considered to indicate
strong, moderate, and weak turbulence, respectively. Te
refractive index structure parameter (C2

n) represents the
critical parameter which characterizes the AT efects on the
optical signal that is propagated over the FSOC channel
[17–20, 26, 27, 31–38].

Finally, to confgure the log-normal fading (or LNF)
FSOC channel, we use the MATLAB component (it is lo-
cated to the component library: MATLAB library) and in-
tegrate it into the suggested system. Alternatively, the LNF
channel predefned in the FSO channel library can be used.

2.2. Gamma-Gamma Turbulence Model. For carrying out
the gamma-gamma (or G-G) channel fading for the FSOC
link, the FSOC channel needs to be modeled with a gamma-
gamma distribution. To do that, we employ the G-G sta-
tistical channel model, which can be described as follows
[17–20, 26, 27, 31–38]:

yORx′ � s
′
· zOTx + bAWGN, (7)

where

s
′

� η · II. (8)

In equations (7) and (8), yORx′ is the received signal from
the destination node (or ORx) under a G-G FSOC channel,
s′ is the instantaneous intensity gain under a G-G FSOC
channel, II represents the intensity fuctuation of the optical
signal during its propagation in space, which is caused by
scintillation efects, and zOTx, bAWGN, and η are defned in
the previous subsection.

It is well known, however, that the gamma-gamma
model has a low to high turbulence regimes where the
PDF of its intensity II is the product of two gamma random
variables which indicate high and low turbulence fuctua-
tions.Te two random variables are indicated by XG and YG.
Te received intensity I stands for II � XG · YG. Te PDF of
II is given by

F(II) �
2(α · β)

(α+β/2)

Γ(α) · Γ(β)
· II((α+β/2)− 1)

·Kα− β 2(α · β · II)0.5
 , II> 0.

(9)

In equation (9), the parameters α and β are related to
the small-scale and large-scale turbulence efects, re-
spectively, and as are set in equations (9) and (10). Γ(·) and
Kα− β(·) are the gamma function and the Bessel function of
the second order (α − β), respectively. Te resulting
scintillation index (or SI) is the II fuctuations which are
linked to the parameters α and β, as SI � 1/α + 1/β + 1/α · β
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(α and β are suitable for the beam of a plane wave at the
optical receiver).

α � e
0.49·σ2

R
/ 1+1.11·σ2.4

R( )
1.17( 

− 1 
− 1

. (10)

Also,

β � e
0.51·σ2

R
/ 1+0.69·σ2.4

R( )
0.83( 

− 1 
− 1

. (11)

In equations (10) and (11), σ2R is defned in the previous
subsection [17–20, 26, 27, 31–39].

Finally, to confgure the G-G FSOC channel, we use the
MATLAB component (it is located in the component li-
brary: MATLAB library) and integrate it into the suggested
system. Alternatively, the G-G channel predefned in the
FSO channel library can be used.

3. Meteorological Characteristics against the
FSOC System Performances

When it comes to meteorological conditions such as the
presence of atmospheric turbulence, haze, rain, and fog,
the optical wave which propagates between the installed
optical antennas (OTx part and ORx part) in a FSOC
system may be strongly infuenced by these conditions.
Terefore, there are various statistical meteorological
models to be considered for a correct estimation of the
FSOC link performance for any installed system. Nev-
ertheless, the visibility between the installed optical
antennas (OTx part and ORx part) for the FSOC system is
the main parameter required to predict the atmospheric
fuctuations caused by several meteorological conditions.
As a result, the telecommunications engineer or re-
searcher can know the binding margin of any proposed
model under various meteorological situations. For that,
one can measure various atmospheric data successfully
using diferent sensors and electronic devices with the
best accuracy [39–47].

When reference is made to the subject of visibility or
visual range in meteorological terms, it can always be
defned as the maximum range that can be seen clearly and
be determined by the light and weather conditions. As
a result of this, the FSOC model performance between two
separate nodes in a specifc region can be predicted by the
measured visibility data. So based on the visibility, the
efectiveness of the FSOC model is established. Te visi-
bility performance for a full FSOC system is strongly af-
fected by 3 key variables, namely, the level of source
coherence, the linking range between the source and the
detector, and the detector position with regard to the
source. Visibility may be lowered when particle concen-
tration and size exceed the standard level of visibility.
Finally, as per Koschmieder’s law, visibility is technically
the distance over which the propagating light loses two
percent of the original power [39–47].

Atmospheric attenuation (or AAtt) refers to the
unexpected attenuation which afects the FSOC link’s
performance. In addition, it results in the additive efect

of the absorption and scattering of infrared light and
laser photons from its path by aerosols and gas molecules
which are present in the atmosphere. One can compute it
from the scattering coefcient. Due to the exploited laser
beam wavelength being within the atmospheric weak
absorption spectra, the absorption efects at the total
attenuation coefcient are regarded as very weak. Con-
sequently, the total attenuation coefcient is primarily
afected through scattering efects. Te scattering type is
defned by the atmospheric particle size at each trans-
mission laser wavelength. When one wishes to calculate
the AAtt coefcient, one uses the Beer–Lambert expo-
nential law which is shown mathematically as the fol-
lowing formula [39–47]:

αAAtt
� e

− φsca ·L( ), (12)

and

φsca �
3.91
V

 ·
λ

550 nm
 

− q

. (13)

In equations (12) and (13), αAAtt
denotes the atmospheric

attenuation (or AAtt), φsca represents the scattering co-
efcient, L denotes the link distance in (km), V represents
the visible range of the original optical signal in (km), λ is the
operating wavelength of the original optical signal in (nm),
and q is the size distribution parameter of the scattering
particles. Te AAtt in (dB) is easily calculated by the fol-
lowing formula:

αAAtt
[dB] � − 10 · log αAAtt

 . (14)

However, in the literature, the efects of scattering can be
predicted for all proposed FSOC systems by various sta-
tistical models; we can mention in the next subsections two
models, namely, Kruse’s and Kim’s [39–47].

3.1. Kruse’s Model. Te Kruse’s model enables the size
distribution parameter “q” to assume diferent values
depending on the diferent meteorological conditions. For
moderate and high visibility, the formula (9) for the size
distribution of scattering particles is derived as follows
[41, 42, 47]:

q �

1.6⟶ V> 50 km,

1.3⟶ 6 km≤V≤ 50 km,

0.585 · V
(1/3)⟶ V < 6 km.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(15)

3.2. Kim’s Model. Te Kim’s model for haze attenuation is
regarded as an extended version of the Kruse’s model which
is applied to obtain better accuracy at low visibility. For low,
moderate, and high visibility, the formula (10) for the size
distribution of scattering particles is derived as follows
[41, 42, 47]:
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q �

1.6 ⟶ V> 50 km,

1.3 ⟶ 6 km< V< 50 km,

0.16 · V + 0.34 ⟶ 1 km < V< 6 km,

V − 0.5 ⟶ 0.5 km< V< 1 km,

0 ⟶ V< 0.5 km.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

4. ESNR and BER Analyses

As a standard FSOC system with direct detection, the data is
intensity modulated on the optical feld of a beam and
transmitted to the receiver through the atmospheric chan-
nel. Te receiving lens at the FSOC channel, which collects
part of the transmitted optical feld, which is subsequently
pointed at a photodetector surface (here, APD is used), as
shown in Figure 4. However, the current fow from the flter
output, driven by the incident optical signal [48–50], is

i � is + iN, (17)

where is represents the signal current and iN signifes the
detector noise current. Both the current signal and the mean
square random noise current are determined [48–50] as
follows:

is �
η · e · Pr(H)

h · f
, (18)

and

i
2
N � 2 · e · B · is. (19)

Equations (18) and (19) are put into equation (20) and
then the electrical signal-to-noise ratio (or ESNR) for the
direct detection FSOC system is derived as follows:

ESNR �
i
2
s

i
2
N

, (20)

ESNR �
η · Pr(H)

2 · B · h · f
. (21)

In equation (21), the parameters η and h are defned in
the previous subsection,f refers the optical frequency, and B

denotes the bandwidth of flter and Pr(H) is the received
signal power at the ORx under a FSOC channel state
[48–50].

Te received signal power at the ORx, Pr(H) at a dis-
tance L with a transmitter signal power Pt may be expressed
as follows:

Pr(H) � Pt · τTx
· τRx

·
c

4 · π · L · f
 

2

· GTx
· GRx

· LTx
· LRx

· H.

(22)

In equation (22), the parameters c, f, L and Pt are
defned in the previous subsection, τTx

refers the optical
transmitter efciency, τRx

refers the optical receiver ef-
ciency, GTx

characterizes the transmitter telescope gain, GRx

typifes the receiver telescope gain, LTx
illustrates the

transmitter pointing loss factor, LRx
illustrates the receiver

pointing loss factor, and H refers to the channel state for
FSOC link [17, 18, 48–52].

Although many FSOC systems employ a laser trans-
mitter with a small beam divergence angle and a receiver
with a small feld of view, a small pointing error can cause
a loss of signal. Te estimated pointing loss factor for the
transmitter can be determined by

LTx
� e

− GTx
·θ2Tx

 
. (23)

However, the estimated pointing loss factor for the re-
ceiver can be determined by

LRx
� e

− GRx
·θ2Rx

 
. (24)

In equations (23) and (24), the parameters θTx
and θRx

are, respectively, the transmitter azimuth pointing error
angle (or TAPEA) and the receiver azimuth pointing error
angle (or RAPEA). In this paper, the RAPEA is considered to
be ideal (i.e., 0 μrad) [17, 18, 48–52].

Te FSOC channel state H can be written as the optical
intensity fuctuations caused by the atmospheric attenuation
αAAtt

and the atmospheric turbulence αAT [17, 18, 48–52],
which is expressed as follows:

H � αAAtt
· αAT. (25)

However, when the atmospheric turbulence αAT is
present, one can evaluate the probability of error Pe for
electrical signal-coded optical data, detected with an APD,
by the following formula:

Pe � Q
1
2

·
�����
ESNR

√
 . (26)

Finally, the BER for a direct detection FSOC system
estimated by averaging the conditional error probability Pe

across the probability distribution function (or PDF) under
AWGN which is

(1) For the log-normal turbulence model,

BER � 
∞

0
Pe · FI(x) · dx. (27)

(2) For the gamma-gamma turbulence model,

BER � 
∞

0
Pe · F(II) · dI I. (28)

Te following section focuses on describing the con-
fguration of the basic FSOC system proposed in this paper.

5. Simulation Design

Te simulation confguration of a simple high-speed
P2P-OL under a FSOC-SISO channel is depicted in Fig-
ure 5. Inside the FSOC-SISO channel, the optical trans-
ceivers communicate through the air to form a direct P2P-
OL. Te optical transmitter (OTx) is responsible for con-
verting the electrical signal into an optical signal and sending
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it through the atmosphere environment (or free space en-
vironment). Whereas, the optical receiver (or ORx)
reconverts the optical signal into an electrical signal (consult
Figure 5).Te performance of a P2P-OL under a FSOC-SISO
channel is estimated using three metrics: the bit error rate
(or BER), the optical signal-to-noise ratio (or OSNR), and
the Q-factor.

Te OTx section includes a data generator (here, the
pseudo-random bit sequence generator (or PRBS) is ap-
plied), an electrical pulse generator (or EPG), and an optical
source (here, the continuous wave lasers (or CWL) is
employed). Te EPG provides a modulation format on the
digital data that is attributed through a PRBS, in which the
entire data rate is delivered in the digital format 0 and 1. Te
optical power of the CWL is 30 dBm with a wavelength of
1552.524 nm. Furthermore, the characteristics of the
FSOC-SISO channel are recapitulated in Table 2. At the end
of a P2P-OL under a FSOC-SISO channel, the ORx is
present, which consists of a high-sensitivity detector
designed to perform the reverse operation of the OTx (here,
avalanche photo-diode (APD) is exploited).Ten, a low-pass

Bessel flter is used to pass the wanted a low-frequency
electrical signal with a cutof frequency equal to 0.75 ∗
symbol rate. After the fltering, the 3R regenerator performs
reamplifcation, reshaping, and resynchronization of the
received electrical signal with the original electrical signal to
reduce the deterioration of the wanted electrical signal due
to noise sources in the OTWNs.

Typically, the data are transmitted in the 0 and 1 digital
domains which can be infuenced by noise, and therefore
intersymbol interference can occur. A BER analyzer is used
to measure the transmission errors and the quality of the
received optical signal, and to evaluate the OSNR perfor-
mances, an electrical carrier analyzer is required [7, 53].

6. Results

6.1. Impact of Attenuation Coefcient Variation

6.1.1. Direct Optical Modulation (or DOM) with Diferent
EPG Formats. In this subsection, the obtained results re-
garding the performances of the proposed system (see
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Figure 26: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with strong ATusing DOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.

Table 5: Acceptable performances of min BER, max Q-factor, and max OSNR vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) using DOM for EPG
formats under a G-G FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 without PE.

Attenuation (dB/km) 33.39 (NRZPG)
⟹

33.12 (RZPG)
⟹

29.24 (HSPG)
⟹

27.12 (GPG)
⟹

24.07 (RZPG)
⟹

Min BER 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 9 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6 6 6 6 6
Max OSNR (dB) 25.03 23.06 25.53 27.07 19.09
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Figure 5) when the attenuation coefcient is varied to reach
the optimal conditions for the FSOC-SISO channel under
the ATare presented. Te data transmission rate used under
a FSOC-SISO channel has been selected at 1Gbps, with
a sequence size of 512 bits and the number of samples per
bit being 64, which gives several samples of 32768. In ad-
dition, the range of the FSOC-SISO channel is chosen to be
1000m.

In Figure 6, the relationship between the max OSNR and
the varying attenuation of the transmitted signal under
a FSOC-SISO channel is illustrated. Referring to the ob-
tained results, one can observe that the increased attenuation
coefcient of the transmitted signal under a FSOC-SISO
channel (here, the channel is completely considered as an
ideal which is not modeled) can afect the performance of the
system in Figure 5. As an example, one can detect that within

Data Generator
(PRBS)

Electrical Pulse
Generator (or EPG)

Optical Source
(CWL) EDFA

Transmit Antenna
of FSOC

Receiver Antenna
of FSOCEDFA

BER AnalyzerElectrical Carrier Analyzer

Low-Pass Bessel
Filter

3R Regenerator

Avalanche Photo-
Diode (or APD)

Free Space Environment

Figure 27: Confguration of a simple high-speed P2P-OL under a FSOC-SISO channel using DOM and EDFAs without PE.

Table 6: Comparison in terms of the performance of min BER, max Q-factor, and max OSNR vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) using
DOM for EPG formats with and without the use of EDFAs.

RZPG no FSOC-SISO channel modeling
Attenuation (dB/km) 32.63 without EDFAs 32.63 with EDFAs 70.55 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 9 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 100.67 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 20.94 60.43 34.30
NRZPG no FSOC-SISO channel modeling
Attenuation (dB/km) 32.83 without EDFAs 32.83 with EDFAs 63.96 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 156.04 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 23.46 64.06 35.25
GPG no FSOC-SISO channel modeling
Attenuation (dB/km) 32.3 without EDFAs 32.3 with EDFAs 69.74 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 61.64 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 24.6 59.08 40.14
HSPG no FSOC-SISO channel modeling
Attenuation (dB/km) 31.87 without EDFAs 31.87 with EDFAs 69.49 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 45.87e − 312 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 37.68 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 25.77 74.26 37.18
RCPG no FSOC-SISO channel modeling
Attenuation (dB/km) 31.97 without EDFAs 31.97 with EDFAs 70.35 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 61.56 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 16.41 50.79 28.17
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Table 7: Comparison in terms of the performance of min BER, max Q-factor, and max OSNR vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) using
DOM for EPG formats under a LNF FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 and with and without the use of EDFAs.

RZPG-LNF FSOC-SISO channel, C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 27.76 without EDFAs 27.76 with EDFAs 68.57 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 9 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 117.13 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 21.91 70.55 33.51
NRZPG-LNF FSOC-SISO channel, C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 33.92 without EDFAs 33.92 with EDFAs 60.16 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 114.18 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 26.90 70.46 37.12
GPG-LNF FSOC-SISO channel, C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 29.48 without EDFAs 29.48 with EDFAs 69.14 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 71.45 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 25.00 76.38 41.14
HSPG-LNF FSOC-SISO channel, C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 29.24 without EDFAs 29.24 with EDFAs 67.64 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 5.94e − 270 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 35.08 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 21.75 70.67 35.51
RCPG-LNF FSOC-SISO channel, C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 34.23 without EDFAs 34.23 with EDFAs 67.26 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 107.096 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 15.96 62.08 22.89

Table 8: Comparison in terms of the performances of min BER, max Q-factor, and max OSNR vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) using
DOM for EPG formats under a G-G FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 and with and without the use of EDFAs.

RZPG-G-G FSOC-SISO channel, C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 33.12 without EDFAs 33.12 with EDFAs 65.5 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 9 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 69.90 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 23.06 72.44 39.23
NRZPG-G-G FSOC-SISO channel, C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 33.39 without EDFAs 33.39 with EDFAs 61.13 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 5.973 70.54 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 25.03 62.22 38.12
GPG-G-G FSOC-SISO channel, C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 27.12 without EDFAs 27.12 with EDFAs 65.43 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 58.45 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 27.07 71.41 37.45
HSPG-G-G FSOC-SISO channel, C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 29.24 without EDFAs 29.24 with EDFAs 64.30 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 19.46e − 207 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 30.64 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 25.53 80.41 42.87
RCPG-G-G FSOC-SISO channel, C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

Attenuation (dB/km) 24.07 without EDFAs 24.07 with EDFAs 65.55 with EDFAs
Min BER 1.000e − 09 0 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 68.41 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 19.09 68.73 26.24
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Figure 28: Confguration of a simple high-speed P2P-OL under a FSOC-SISO channel using EOM without PE.
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the range of attenuation values (5 dB/km to 32.32 dB/km),
the simple high-speed P2P-OL under no FSOC-SISO
channel modeling using DOM is in the optimal condition.
On the other hand, beyond the 32.32 dB/km value, the
system in Figure 5 is completely degraded. With the average
acceptable attenuation value of the proposed FSOC-SISO
channel (here, the channel is completely considered as an
ideal which is not modeled) at 32.32 dB/km, the estimated
averagemax OSNR value between the OTx antenna andORx
antenna under no FSOC-SISO channel modeling for the
diferent EPG formats, namely, RZPG, NRZPG, GPG,
HSPG, and RCPG, is equal to 22.24 dB.

However, if one wants to discuss how well the pro-
posed system (see Figure 5) transmits data, one refers to
the performances of the min BER and the max Q-factor.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate these performances. One can see
that the min BER and the max Q-factor performances of
the proposed system deteriorate when the attenuation
coefcient of the FSOC-SISO channel (here, the channel is
completely considered as an ideal which is not modeled) is
increased. As an example, one can also observe that the
quality of the setup (see Figure 5) always remains under
optimal conditions within the range of attenuation values
(5 dB/km to 32.32 dB/km). Considering the average ac-
ceptable attenuation value of the proposed FSOC-SISO
channel (here, the channel is completely considered as an

ideal which is not modeled) which is 32.32 dB/km, the
average min BER value is 1.000e − 09 and the average max
Q-factor value is 6 dB, and that is for the diferent EPG
formats, namely, RZPG, NRZPG, GPG, HSPG,
and RCPG.

In conclusion, one can record that when the EPG format,
NRZPG type is employed, the simple high-speed P2P-OL
under no FSOC-SISO channel modeling that is proposed in
this subsection with DOM ofers good performances com-
pared to the other formats, namely, RZPG, GPG, HSGP, and
RCGP. Table 3 summarizes the acceptable attenuation values
for each EPG format in the order of highest priority.

However, the proposed system (see Figure 5) can be
apparently more realistic when the FSOC-SISO channel is
modeled in a more cluttered environment, whereby a log-
normal fading (LNF) channel or gamma-gamma (G-G)
channel is used here (see the previous sections). As an
example, for the LNF channel, referring to the obtained
results in Figures 9 to 17, one can observe that when the
FSOC-SISO channel has exploited the log-normal fading
(LNF) channel type with the change in index of refraction
structure parameter (or IRSP), which is equal 10− 17 m− 2/3

to 10− 13 m− 2/3 (for the weak-to-strong turbulence regimes),
the optimal conditions of the simple high-speed P2P-OL
using DOM can obviously change and deteriorate
a little bit.
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Considering the obtained results in Figures 9 to 17, it
is observed that the optimal conditions of the simple high-
speed P2P-OL using DOM greatly decrease as AT gets
stronger (it starts from the weak-to-strong turbulence
regimes). It is also worth noting that the AT (when the
IRSP is increased) incurs a greater loss with an attenuation
coefcient at high values than at low values. For instance,
one can fnd that within the range of attenuation values
(5 dB/km to 31.00 dB/km), the performances of the sug-
gested simple high-speed P2P-OL under a LNF FSOC-
SISO channel (when the IRSP is equal to 10− 13 m− 2/3)
using DOM are in the optimal conditions. On the other
side, beyond the 31.00 dB/km value, the proposed system
in Figure 5 has totally deteriorated. With the average
acceptable attenuation value of the recommended LNF
FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 at 31.00 dB/
km, the estimated average max OSNR value between the
OTx antenna and ORx antenna of the LNF FSOC-SISO
channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the diferent EPG
formats, namely, RZPG, NRZPG, GPG, HSPG, and
RCPG, is equal to 22.30 dB. Simultaneously, the
average min BER value is equal to 1.000e − 09 and the
average max Q-factor value is equal to 6, and that is also
true for the diferent EPG formats, namely, RZPG,
NRZPG, GPG, HSPG, and RCPG.

In conclusion, one can record that when the RCPG
format is used, the recommended simple high-speed
P2P-OL under a LNF FSOC-SISO channel (when the
IRSP is equal to 10− 13 m− 2/3) employing DOM performs well
compared to the other formats, namely, NRZPG, HSPG,
GPG, and RZPG. Table 4 recapitulates the acceptable at-
tenuation values for each EPG format in the order of highest
priority.

On the fip side, for the G-G FSOC-SISO channel, re-
ferring to the obtained results in Figures 18 to 26, one can
also observe that when the FSOC-SISO channel has
exploited the gamma-gamma (or G-G) channel type with the
change in the index of refraction structure parameter (or
IRSP), which is equal to 10− 17 m− 2/3 to 10− 13 m− 2/3 (for the
weak-to-strong turbulence regimes), the optimal conditions
of the simple high-speed P2P-OL using DOM can obviously
change and deteriorate a little bit more than when the LNF
channel is exploited. For instance, one can fnd that within
the range of attenuation values (5 dB/km to 29.39 dB/km),
the performances of the proposed simple high-speed
P2P-OL under a G-G FSOC-SISO channel (when the
IRSP is equal to 10− 13 m− 2/3) using DOM in the optimal
conditions. On the other side, beyond the 29.39 dB/km
value, the system in Figure 5 has totally deteriorated. With
the average acceptable attenuation value of the
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channel states without PE.
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recommended G-G FSOC-SISO channel with C2
n � 10− 13

m− 2/3 at 29.39 dB/km, the estimated average max OSNR
value between the OTx antenna and ORx antenna of the G-G
FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the diferent
EPG formats, namely, RZPG, NRZPG, GPG, HSPG, and
RCPG, is equal to 23.96 dB. Simultaneously, the average min
BER value is equal to 1.000e − 09 and the average max Q-
factor value is equal to 6, and that is also for the diferent
EPG formats, namely, RZPG, NRZPG, GPG, HSPG,
and RCPG.

In conclusion, one can record that when the NRZPG
format is used, the proposed simple high-speed P2P-OL
under a G-G FSOC-SISO channel (when the IRSP is equal to
10− 13 m− 2/3) employing DOM performs well compared to
the other formats, namely, RZPG, HSPG, RCPG, and GPG.
Table 5 recapitulates the acceptable attenuation values for
each EPG format in the order of highest priority.

During the optical signal propagation under a FSOC-SISO
channel, its attenuation poses a major challenge in the context
of high-speed OTWNs owing to the metrological conditions.
Consequently, we proposed to add an EDFA, in upstream
(gain: 16 dB, and noise fgure: 6 dB) and downstream (gain:
32 dB, and noise fgure: 4.5 dB) of the FSOC-SISO channel that

is shown in Figure 5. For more details, the new confguration is
depicted in Figure 27 [54–58].

As communication throughput increases, great impor-
tance is attached to optical amplifers such as EDFAs (er-
bium-doped fber amplifers) which can directly amplify
optical signals with no conversion to electrical signals and
have been largely deployed in conventional OTWNs. Te
EDFA amplifer allows us to apply it as a booster and
preamplifer in the proposed system (see Figure 27). Te
EDFAs are the most commonly applied amplifers due to
their many advantages, such as their low noise level, very low
connection losses to other opto-electronic components, low
sensitivity to light polarization, and very low saturation
power. Tis successful amplifcation technology is applied to
a next-generation solution for amplifying free space laser
communication signals for FSOC networks. Te optical
amplifers are principally evaluated by power gain and noise
fgure. Te output gain measures the ratio between the
output power Pout and the input power Pin injected into the
amplifer; it is expressed in dB and defned by [54–58]:

G[dB] � 10 · log
Pout

Pin
 . (29)
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states without PE.
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However, the amplifed spontaneous emission (or ASE)
noise which is generated through the amplifcation process
gets mixed into the signal, resulting in a lower optical signal-
to-noise ratio (or OSNR) at the amplifer’s output.

Te reduction ratio OSNR from the input to the output
at the amplifer is set as the noise fgure (or NF). It is
expressed by

NF �
SNRin

SNRout
, (30)

where OSNRin is the optical signal-to-noise ratio when no
amplifer is present, and OSNRout is the optical signal-to-
noise ratio expressed higher. An EDFA’s noise fgure
changes linearly with the ASE power and vice versa with the
amplifer’s gain; hence, the NF of an EDFA may be reduced
to a minimum level by increasing the gain [54–58].

When both the proposed confgurations in terms of
optical amplifcation have been applied, the performances of
the system (see Figure 27) in terms of min BER, max Q-
factor, and max OSNR are improved. Tis fnding has been
successfully observed for all the employed EPG formats. As
an example, with the average acceptable attenuation value of
the proposed FSOC-SISO channel of 32.32 dB/km (here, the

channel is completely considered as an ideal which is not
modeled) which has been estimated with the previous
system (see Figure 5); the system using the EDFAs (see
Figure 27) gives the following results: the average min BER
value is equal to 9.17e − 312, the average max Q-factor value
is equal to 83.52, and the estimated average max OSNR value
between OTx and ORx is equal to 61.72 dB. On the other
hand, when the proposed system in Figure 27 uses the LNF
FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 at 31.00 dB/km
(this value is estimated in the previous system without using
the EDFAs), the estimated average max OSNR value be-
tween OTx and ORx is equal to 70.028 dB, the average min
BER value is equal to 1.18e − 270, and the average max Q-
factor value is equal to 88.98. Tus, despite the AT getting
strong under the LNF FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3, except that the performances of the previous system
in Figure 5 using the EDFAs (see Figure 27) are improved,
this fnding has been also successfully observed for all the
employed EPG formats. In addition, when the G-G
FSOC-SISO channel is used with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 at
29.39 dB/km (this value is estimated in the previous system
without using the EDFAs) for the proposed system in
Figure 27, the estimated average max OSNR value between
OTx and ORx is equal to 71.04 dB, the average min BER
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value is equal to 3.89e − 207, and the average max Q-factor
value is equal to 59.60.

Furthermore, as an observational measure, it was found
that the system in Figure 27 can achieve acceptable per-
formance in terms of max OSNR, min BER, and max Q-
factor when the average attenuation value is equal to
68.82 dB/km under no FSOC-SISO channel modeling.
Conversely, for the system in Figure 27 under a LNF
FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3, it was found
that the acceptable performance in terms of
maxOSNR, min BER, and max Q-factor are achieved when
the average attenuation value is equal to 66.60 dB/km. On
the other hand, when the system in Figure 27 is under a G-
G FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3, it was found
that the acceptable performances in terms of max
OSNR, min BER, and max Q-factor are reached for the
average attenuation value is equal to 64.38 dB/km. Finally,
it has been noted that the best EPG format applied in the
setup associated with the optical amplifcation (see Fig-
ure 27) under no FSOC-SISO channel modeling or under
a LNF FSOC-SISO channel, or else, a G-G FSOC-SISO
channel, with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 is RZPG format, and after
that, the other formats are in the order RCPG, GPG, HSPG,
and NRZPG (see Tables 6–8).

6.1.2. External Optical Modulation with All EPG Formats.
In this subsection, we analyze the performances of the
proposed setup in Figure 28 using an external optical
modulation (or EOM), such as a Mach-Zehnder modulator
(or MZM) and an electro-absorption modulator (or EAM),
where we have selected all EPG formats, which have been
reviewed and evaluated in the previous case. In addition, the
parameters of the OTx, ORx, and FSOC-SISO channel
sections of the new design remain (see Figure 28) the same as
before, with the exception that there will be a change in the
optical modulation type, see Figures 27 and 28.

However, in the present study, Figures 29 to 46 present
a comparison between two EOMs (MZM and EAM) in
terms of the performance of maxOSNR, min BER, and max
Q-factor, respectively, when all EPG formats are employed
under a LNF FSOC-SISO channel modeling or, under a G-G
FSOC-SISO channel. Depending on the obtained results in
Figures 29 to 46, one can generally see that the performance
of the setup in Figure 28 are robust when the EOM, MZM
type is applied under a LNF FSOC-SISO channel modeling
or under a G-G FSOC-SISO channel, especially when the
NRZPG format is realized. Tis remark is concluded for the
average attenuation values between 5 dB/km to 54.15 dB/km.
Despite that, the associated EOM, EAM type with the
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NRZPG format under a LNF FSOC-SISO channel modeling
or under a G-G FSOC-SISO channel, also gives better
performance for the proposed setup in Figure 28. On the
other hand, despite the AT getting strong under a G-G
FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3, except that
the associated EOM, MZM type with the NRZPG format
under this channel type gives the better performances
compared to the other confgurations (see Figures 29 to 46).
Tis remark is concluded for the attenuation values between
5 dB/km and 55.13 dB/km. Last remark is that, the lowest
level performances of the proposed setup in Figure 28 are
obtained with the associated EOM, EAM type with the
HSPG format under a G-G FSOC-SISO channel with C2

n �

10− 13 m− 2/3 (see Figures 29 to 46); this remark is estimated
for the attenuation values between 5 dB/km and 32.69 dB/
km. As an example, for an attenuation value of 32.69 dB/km
obtained at the lowest level performance when the EAM is
associated with HSPG, we have summarized in Table 9 some
results around the attenuation value of 32.69 dB/km for
judging the performances of the proposed setup (see Fig-
ure 28) in terms of max OSNR, min BER, and max Q-factor
for all proposed confgurations. Te max OSNR, min BER,
and max Q-factor performances in Table 9 are signifcantly
higher than the acceptable performance levels. So, we must

still try to estimate the acceptable performance levels for the
setup in Figure 28. Table 10 summarizes some of the ob-
tained results of the estimated attenuation values for the
acceptable performance levels, in the order of highest
priority.

6.2. Performance Improvement of the Simple High-Speed
P2P-OL under a FSOC-SISO Channel

6.2.1. High-Speed P2P-OL under a FSOC-MIMO Channel
Using NRZPG-MZMwithout Pointing Errors. Regarding the
achieved results in the previous subsections, the setup in
Figure 28 sufers some limitations related to the perfor-
mances of min BER, max Q-factor, and max OSNR as the
attenuation values increase. Consequently, to surmount
these limitations, we will multiplicate the number of OTx
and ORx antennas under a FSOC channel, as illustrated in
Figure 47, especially when the channel is modeled as a G-G
distribution with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3. In this subsection, we
will compare the performances of a P2P-OL under a FSOC-
2× 2 channel using NRZPG-MZM with the proposed setup
in Figure 28 (when the FSOC-1× 1 channel is used, either
under a LNF FSOC-SISO channel modeling or under a G-G
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FSOC-SISO channel with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3). Tis is done

using the same confguration as in Figure 28 with the same
FSOC-SISO (or FSOC-1× 1) channel parameters but in-
creasing the number of OTx and ORx antennas over the
FSOC-MIMO channel to 2× 2 (or FSOC-2× 2). To evaluate
the performance of the proposed confguration (see Fig-
ure 47), the attenuation coefcient variation is within this
range (55.12 dB/km to 60 dB/km) with a step size of
0.976 dB/km. Tis variation corresponds to the critical sit-
uation part when the EOM, MZM type associated with the
NRZPG format, is used in the proposed system (see
Figure 28).

Te obtained results in Figures 48–50 clearly illus-
trate that the P2P-OL under a FSOC-2 × 2 channel (for
LNF channel modeling or for G-G channel modeling,
with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.) has better performances than the
P2P-OL under a FSOC-1 × 1 channel (for LNF channel
modeling or for G-G channel modeling, with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3). However, one can note that when two antennas
are used for transmitting and receiving over a FSOC-
MIMO channel, the max Q-factor and max OSNR have
increased, and the min BER has decreased, although the
beam-forming gain of the FSOC-2 × 2 channel (for LNF
channel modeling or for G-G channel modeling, with

C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.) is low. Te beam forming gain of the

FSOC-2 × 2 channel (for LNF channel modeling or for G-
G channel modeling, with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3) in this case is
equal to 4. As an example, for the attenuation of 55.12 dB/
km under a G-G FSOC-1 × 1 channel modeling with C2

n �

10− 13 m− 2/3, the min BER is equal to 1.00e-09, the max
OSNR is equal to 22.51 dB and the max Q-factor is about
6. On the other side, at the same attenuation value under
a G-G FSOC-2 × 2 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3, the min BER is equal to 5.24e − 15, the max OSNR
is equal to 27.16 dB, and the max Q-factor is about 7.66.
As another example, when the setup in Figure 28 is under
a FSOC-MIMO channel modeling, it is possible to obtain
some other performances: for the attenuation of
55.12 dB/km under a LNF FSOC-1 × 1 channel modeling
with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3, the min BER is equal to 6.13e − 15,
the max OSNR is equal to 27.72 dB, and the max Q-factor
is about 7.65. On a side note, at the same attenuation
value under LNF FSOC-2 × 2 channel modeling with C2

n �

10− 13 m− 2/3, the min BER is equal to 1.37e-30, the max
OSNR is equal to 29.30 dB, and the max Q-factor is
about 11.38.

Alternatively, since the attenuation value of 55.12 dB/km
under a G-G FSOC-2× 2 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13
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m− 2/3 has substantial performance compared to the ac-
ceptable performance levels under a G-G FSOC-1× 1
channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 (at the attenuation
value of 55.12 dB/km, max OSNR� 22.51 dB, min
BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-factor� 6), in this case, one
has the opportunity to obtain the new attenuation value
under a G-G FSOC-2× 2 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3, which has been estimated for previously acceptable
performance levels that were chosen (i.e., Q-factor ≈6 and
BER≤ 1.00e − 09).

For this purpose, it is again necessary to vary and in-
crease the attenuation value from 55.12 dB/km until the new
value is estimated. From the summarized results in Table 11,
the attenuation value under G-G FSOC-2× 2 channel
modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 which is estimated for the
acceptable performance levels is equal to 56.5 dB/km.

One fnal note in this subsection is that, since the same
attenuation value of 55.12 dB/km under LNF FSOC-2× 2
channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 has also substantial
performances compared to the acceptable performance
levels under a LNF FSOC-1× 1 channel modeling with C2

n �

10− 13 m− 2/3 (at the attenuation value of 56.90 dB/km, max
OSNR� 24.02 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-

factor� 6), in this case, one has the opportunity to obtain the
new attenuation value under a LNF FSOC-2× 2 channel
modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 which has been estimated
for previously acceptable performance levels that were
chosen (i.e. Q-factor ≈6 and BER≤ 1.00e − 09). For this
purpose, it is again necessary to vary and increase the at-
tenuation value from 55.12 dB/km until the new value is
estimated. From the summarized results in Table 12, the
attenuation value under a LNF FSOC-2× 2 channel mod-
eling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 which is estimated for the ac-
ceptable performance levels is equal to 57.60 dB/km.

6.2.2. Efect of Beam Forming Gain over a FSOC-MIMO
Channel. Te beam forming gain over a FSOC-MIMO
channel is the multiplication between the number of OTx
and ORx antennas. To clarify, the beam forming gain over
a FSOC-2 × 2 channel is equal to 4. Consequently, based on
what the previous subsection has demonstrated, if the beam
forming gain over a FSOC-MIMO channel (for LNF
channel modeling or for G-G channel modeling, with C2

n �

10− 13 m− 2/3) is set to 4 (i.e., FSOC-2 × 2 channel), the
performances of a P2P-OL under a FSOC-MIMO channel
(for LNF channel modeling or for G-G channel modeling,
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with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3) can improve. So, this observation

has motivated us to vary the beam forming gain over
a FSOC-MIMO channel (for LNF channel modeling or for
G-G channel modeling, with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3) and see its
infuence on the performances of the proposed setup (see
Figure 47). For this purpose, we keep the same parameters
of the proposed setup in Figure 47 with an attenuation
value of 56.5 dB/km, which corresponds to the evaluated
attenuation value under G-G FSOC-2 × 2 channel model-
ing with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the acceptable performance
levels, as shown in Table 13. However, the obtained new
results for the setup performances in Figure 16 based on the
beam forming gain number variation under a G-G
FSOC-MIMO channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

are shown in Table 11. In addition, for the obtained new
results by the proposed setup in Figure 47 under a LNF
FSOC-MIMO channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3, the attenu-
ation value of 57.60 dB/km, which corresponds to the
evaluated attenuation value under LNF FSOC-2 × 2
channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the acceptable
performance levels, is displayed in Table 14.

After analyzing the results in Tables 13 and 14, one can
notice that the P2P-OL under a FSOC-MIMO channel (for
LNF channel modeling or for G-G channel modeling, with
C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3) is more efcient when the beam forming

gain over a FSOC-MIMO channel (for LNF channel
modeling or for G-G channel modeling, with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3) increases and vice versa. For example, when the G-G
FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 is
exploited, the min BER is reduced to the value of 35.38e − 39
and, consequently, the max Q-factor is increased to the value
of 12.82, as well as the max OSNR is raised to the value of
30.22 dB. Another example of this is when the LNF FSOC-
9× 9 channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 is exploited, the min
BER is reduced to the value of 1.43e − 36 and, consequently,
the max Q-factor is increased to the value of 12.53, as well as
the max OSNR is raised to the value of 30.49 dB. In addition,
the eye diagrams in Figures 51 to 58 also illustrate the ro-
bustness of the increased beam forming gain technique over
a FSOC-MIMO channel (for LNF channel modeling or for
G-G channel modeling, with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3). It is evident
that the most open-eye diagram is the FSOC-9× 9 channel
(i.e., 9-OTx antennas and 9-ORx antennas under a LNF
channel modeling or under a G-G channel modeling, with
C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3. Furthermore, as long as the attenuation
coefcient value of 56.5 dB/km under a G-G FSOC-9× 9
channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 has appreciable
performances compared to the acceptable performance
levels under an G-G FSOC-1× 1 channel modeling with
C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 (at the attenuation value of 55.12 dB/km,
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max OSNR� 22.51 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-
factor� 6), the new estimated attenuation coefcient value
after a few variations under a G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel
modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the acceptable perfor-
mance levels (i.e. max OSNR� 23.03 dB, min
BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-factor� 6) is therefore, equal
to 61.45 dB/km. Last remark: as long as the attenuation
coefcient value of 57.6 dB/km under a LNF FSOC-9× 9
channel with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 has also appreciable per-
formances compared to the acceptable performance levels
under a LNF FSOC-1× 1 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3 (at the attenuation value of 56.9 dB/km, max
OSNR� 24.02 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-
factor� 6), the new estimated attenuation coefcient value
after a few variations under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel
modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the acceptable perfor-
mance levels (i.e. max OSNR� 25.42 dB, min
BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-factor� 6) is therefore, equal
to 62.60 dB/km.

In conclusion, we can say that there is a MIMO tech-
nique between the techniques that exist to solve the atten-
uation problem under the FSOC channel (for LNF channel
modeling or for G-G channel modeling, with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3). Despite its robustness, this technique is related to
energy consumption. In fact, the higher the beam forming

gain, the more energy is consumed by the OTx and ORx
antennas of the FSOC-MIMO channel (for LNF channel
modeling or for G-G channel modeling, with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3).

6.2.3. High-Speed P2P-OL under a FSOC-9× 9 Channel
Using NRZPG-MZM with TAPEA. Interfacing FSOC-
MIMO communication is one of the revolutionary tech-
niques that may be used to transmit the date at high speed.
Nevertheless, the spatial turbulence such as transmitting
pointing errors (TPE) plays an extensive role when de-
signing the interfacing FSOC-MIMO communication sys-
tems. For this reason, we incorporate the transmitter
azimuth pointing error angle (TAPEA) on the proposed
previous system (see Figure 47) under a FSOC-9× 9 channel
using NRZPG-MZM and use that to determine other ad-
ditional performances. For evaluating the performances of
the proposed confguration (see Figure 47) with TAPEA, the
variation of the attenuation coefcient in this range (50 dB/
km to 65 dB/km) with a step of 2.5 dB/km is used, and it
corresponds to the totality of the performances that have
been analyzed in both subsections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. However,
in the present study, Figures 59 to 61 present the perfor-
mances of max OSNR, min BER, and max Q-factor, as the
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attenuation values increase from 50 dB/km to 65 dB/km and
when one varies the TAPEA with the following constants: 0,
1, 3 and 5 μrad.

With respect to TAPEA, it is apparent from Figures 59 to
61 that the proposed system performance may degrade as the
TAPEA value increases and vice versa. As an example, when
the TAPEA value is equal to 0 µrad, the estimated attenu-
ation coefcient value after a few variations under a G-G
FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the
acceptable performance levels (i.e., max
OSNR� 23.03 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-
factor� 6) is therefore, equal to 61.45 dB/km. However, the
TAPEA value is equal to 5 μrad, the new estimated atten-
uation coefcient value after a few variations under a G-G
FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the
acceptable performance levels (i.e., max
OSNR� 24.67 dB, min BER� 1.000e-09, and max Q-
factor� 6) is so equal to 58.55 dB/km. Similar is the case for
the LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13

m− 2/3. As an example, when the TAPEA value is equal to
0 μrad, the estimated attenuation coefcient value after a few
variations under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with
C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the acceptable performance levels (i.e.,
max OSNR� 25.42 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-
factor� 6) is therefore, equal to 62.60 dB/km. Whereas the

TAPEA value is equal to 5 μrad, the new estimated atten-
uation coefcient value after a few variations under LNF
FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 for the
acceptable performance levels (i.e., max
OSNR� 24.9 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09, and max Q-
factor� 6) is so equal to 59.66 dB/km.

In conclusion, it is demonstrated that the proposed
system under a FSOC-9× 9 channel using NRZPG-MZM
(for LNF channel modeling or for G-G channel modeling,
with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3) is more afected by the TAPEA when
increased.

6.2.4. High-Speed WDM-P2P-OL under a FSOC-9× 9
Channel Using NRZPG-MZMwith TAPEA. In recent times,
there has been a growing interest in the advanced band-
width technologies for improving the bandwidth capacity
for the future FSOC links. One of these technology types is
WDM, which incorporates data from multiple sources into
a single optical link while transporting its signals at dif-
ferent wavelengths. In a nutshell, WDM technology can
enhance the bandwidth capacity of the suggested system in
Figure 47. In this subsection, the proposed system (see
Figure 62) includes 16 channels each of which has a variable
bit rate from 5Gbps to 10Gbps, NRZPG-encoded
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information modulated by a MZM over light sources of
30 dBm operating at 1552.5244 nm and 0.8 nm spacing
between 16 channels.

Te objective of the present study is to estimate the
transmission capacity (or TC) of the proposed system under
a FSOC-9× 9 channel (for LNF channel modeling or for G-G
channel modeling, with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3) using
NRZPG-MZM at diferent rates of fow of each 16 users.
However, the selected attenuation coefcient value of
57.39 dB/km for this section is based on the fndings ob-
tained in the previous subsection where the impact of
TAPEA variation is studied. Terefore, the 57.39 dB/km
value is an average value between the extreme value of
59.66 dB/km for the acceptable performance levels under
a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

(here, TAPEA is equal to 5 µrad) and the lower value of
55.12 dB/km for the acceptable performance levels under
a G-G FSOC-1× 1 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

(here, TAPEA is equal to 0 μrad). After analyzing the ob-
tained results in Figures 63 to 65, it has been observed that
the performance of the proposed system may degrade
whenever the bit rate per user increases. As a general rule, it
is necessary to estimate the overall transmission capacity (or
OTC) of the proposed system at the acceptable performance

levels. Terefore, one can provide a few interesting results.
As an example, we have selected the frst user and the end
user to provide feedback on the obtained results. So, under
a G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3

(here, TAPEA is equal to 5 µrad), the estimated TC of user 1
for the acceptable performance levels (i.e., max
OSNR� 54.61 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-
factor� 6) is equal to 9.464Gbps, whereas for the estimated
TC of user 16 for the acceptable performance levels (i.e., max
OSNR� 57.54 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-
factor� 6) is equal to 9.482Gbps, which is required that the
OTC for 16 users for the acceptable performance levels (i.e.,
average max OSNR� 60.97 dB, average min
BER� 1.000e − 09 and average max Q-factor� 6) is equal to
150.72Gbps. Similarly, under LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel
modeling with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 (here, TAPEA is equal to
5 μrad), the estimated TC of user 1 for the acceptable per-
formance levels (i.e., max OSNR� 48.17 dB, min
BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-factor� 6) is equal to
9.413Gbps, whereas the estimated TC of user 16 for the
acceptable performance levels (i.e., max
OSNR� 49.65 dB, min BER� 1.000e − 09 and max Q-
factor� 6) is equal to 9.440Gbps, which is required that the
OTC for 16 users for the acceptable performance levels (i.e.,
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Figure 43: Min BER vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with strong AT using EOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.
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Figure 44: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with weak AT using EOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.
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Figure 45: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with moderate ATusing EOM for EPG formats under various a G-G FSOC-
SISO channel states, without PE.
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Figure 46: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) with strong AT: using EOM for EPG formats under various G-G FSOC-SISO
channel states without PE.

Table 9: Comparison in terms of the performances of maxOSNR,min BER, andmaxQ-factor at 32.69 dB/km using EOMs for EPG formats,
with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 without PE.

LNF FSOC-SISO channel modeling NRZPG-MZM RZPG-MZM GPG-MZM HSPG-MZM RCPG-MZM
Min BER 4.533e − 110 9.611e − 93 2.858e − 114 6.777e − 56 5.541e − 64
Max Q-factor 22.21 20.35 22.64 15.68 16.79
Max OSNR (dB) 40.82 36.82 43.66 43.85 29.20
LNF FSOC-SISO channel modeling NRZPG-EAM RZPG-EAM GPG-EAM HSPG-EAM RCPG-EAM
Min BER 5.517e − 96 5.803e − 71 3.052e − 56 1.181e − 09 3.21e − 34
Max Q-factor 20.72 17.73 15.70 7.904 12.12
Max OSNR (dB) 43.50 36.72 37.06 34.40 22.79
G-G FSOC-SISO channel modeling NRZPG-MZM RZPG-MZM GPG-MZM HSPG-MZM RCPG-MZM
Min BER 2.284e − 35 3.701e − 33 1.792e − 28 6.916e − 22 2.175e − 22
Max Q-factor 12.29 11.88 10.92 9.505 9.586
Max OSNR (dB) 45.15 36.01 37.45 37.54 25.43
G-G FSOC-SISO channel modeling NRZPG-EAM RZPG-EAM GPG-EAM HSPG-EAM RCPG-EAM
Min BER 1.105e − 028 3.936e − 24 1.261e − 23 1.000e − 09 1.649e − 18
Max Q-factor 11.01 10.01 9.907 6.00 8.652
Max OSNR (dB) 40.45 33.59 38.38 31.44 25.15
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Figure 47: Setup of a high-speed P2P-OL under a FSOC-MIMO channel using NRZPG-MZM.

Table 10: Comparison in terms of the acceptable performance levels of max OSNR, min BER, and max Q-factor vs. estimated attenuation
values (dB/km) using EOMs for EPG formats with C2

n � 10− 13 m− 2/3 without PE.

LNF FSOC-SISO channel
modeling

NRZPG-MZM
Att� 56.90

HSPG-MZM
Att� 56.46

GPG-MZM
Att� 55.66

RZPG-MZM
Att� 55.53

RCPG-MZM
Att� 54.65

Min BER 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 24.02 25.78 24.78 24.25 15.77
LNF FSOC-SISO channel
modeling

NRZPG-EAM
Att� 54.13

RZPG-EAM
Att� 52.86

RCPG-EAM
Att� 52.27

GPG-EAM
Att� 51.07

HSPG-EAM
Att� 48.37

Min BER 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 23.17 16.12 8.59 24.54 28.75
G-G FSOC-SISO channel
modeling

NRZPG-MZM
Att� 55.12

RCPG-MZM
Att� 53.17

HSPG-MZM
Att� 53.02

RZPG-MZM
Att� 52.73

GPG-MZM
Att� 51.39

Min BER 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 22.51 27.30 22.30 24.67 22.79
G-G FSOC-SISO channel
modeling

NRZPG-EAM
Att� 52.66

GPG-EAM
Att� 51.97

RCPG-EAM
Att� 51.95

RZPG-EAM
Att� 51.64

HSPG-EAM
Att� 32.69

Min BER 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
Max OSNR (dB) 24.05 24.28 13.49 23.66 31.44
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Figure 49: Min BER vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km): comparison between the FSOC-1× 1 channel and FSOC-2× 2 channel without PE.
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Figure 48: Max OSNR (dB) vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km): comparison between the FSOC-1× 1 channel and FSOC-2× 2 channel
without PE.
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Table 11: Estimated attenuation value for the acceptable performance levels under G-G FSOC-2× 2 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13

m− 2/3, without PE.

Attenuation 55.12 dB/km (NRZPG-MZM) 55.5 dB/km (NRZPG-MZM) . . . 56.5 dB/km (NRZPG-MZM)
Min BER 5.240e − 15 2.033e − 13 . . . 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 7.66 7.16 . . . 6
Max OSNR (dB) 27.16 27.07 . . . 25.02

NRZPG-MZM-FSOC-1x1 LNF Channel modeling
NRZPG-MZM-FSOC-1x1 G-G Channel modeling
NRZPG-MZM-FSOC-2x2 LNF Channel modeling
NRZPG-MZM-FSOC-2x2 G-G Channel modeling
Threshold Q-Factor = 6
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Figure 50: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km): comparison between the FSOC-1× 1 channel and FSOC-2× 2 channel without
PE.

Table 12: Estimated attenuation value for the acceptable performance levels under LNF FSOC-2× 2 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13

m− 2/3, without PE.

Attenuation 55.12 dB/km (NRZPG-MZM) 55.5 dB/km (NRZPG-MZM) . . . 57.60 dB/km (NRZPG-MZM)
Min BER 1.37e − 30 3.469e − 25 . . . 1.000e − 09
Max Q-factor 11.38 10.14 . . . 6
Max OSNR (dB) 29.30 28.76 . . . 24.92

Table 13: Performances of beam forming gain variation under G-G FSOC-MIMO channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3, when the

attenuation value of 56.50 dB/km without PE.

Beam forming
gain 4 (FSOC-2× 2) 16 (FSOC-4× 4) . . . 49 (FSOC-7× 7) 81 (FSOC-9× 9)

Min BER 1.000e − 09 0.13e − 15 . . . 0.25e − 30 35.38e − 39
Max Q-factor 6 8.13 . . . 11.53 12.82
Max OSNR (dB) 25.02 28.67 . . . 29.91 30.22

Table 14: Performances of beam forming gain variation under LNF FSOC-MIMO channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3, when the

attenuation value of 57.60 dB/km without PE.

Beam forming
gain 4 (FSOC-2× 2) 16 (FSOC-4× 4) . . . 49 (FSOC-7× 7) 81 (FSOC-9× 9)

Min BER 1.000e − 09 0.16e − 15 . . . 2.85e − 33 1.43e − 36
Max Q-factor 6 8.10 . . . 11.911 12.53
Max OSNR (dB) 24.92 28.20 . . . 28.95 30.49
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Figure 52: Eye diagrams under a LNF FSOC-4× 4 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.
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Figure 51: Eye diagrams under a LNF FSOC-2× 2 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.
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Figure 53: Eye diagrams under a LNF FSOC-7× 7 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.
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Figure 55: Eye diagrams under a G-G FSOC-2× 2 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.
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Figure 54: Eye diagrams under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.
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Figure 56: Eye diagrams under a G-G FSOC-4× 4 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.
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Figure 58: Eye diagrams under a G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.
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Figure 57: Eye diagrams under a G-G FSOC-7× 7 channel modeling with C2
n � 10− 13 m− 2/3.
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Figure 59: Max OSNR (dB) vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel and G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel states with
TAPEA.
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Figure 60: Min BER vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel and G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel states with TAPEA.
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Figure 61: Max Q-factor vs. attenuation coefcient (dB/km) under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel and G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel states with
TAPEA.
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Figure 62: Setup component of a high-speed WDM-P2P-OL under a FSOC-MIMO channel using NRZPG- MZM with TAPEA. (a) WDM
transmitter for 16 channels. (b) FSOC-MIMO channel. (c) WDM receiver for 16 channels.
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Figure 63: Max OSNR (dB) vs. bit rate per user (Gbps) under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel and G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel states with
TAPEA� 5 μrad.
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average max OSNR� 49.30 dB, average min
BER� 1.000e − 09 and average max Q-factor� 6) is equal to
150.53Gbps.

7. Conclusions and Suggested Future Work

In this work, the EOM technique, MZM type, coupled with
the EPG format, NRZPG type in a high-speed P2P-OL
system under a LNF/G-G FSOC-MIMO channel modeling

provides better performances compared to the use of a LNF/
G-G FSOC-SISO channel modeling, and this was validated
for a dust-fog meteorological environment with strong,
moderate, and weak AT. However, the simulation results
with no application of TAPEA successfully show that the
high-speed P2P-OL system under a G-G FSOC-1× 1
channel modeling with strong ATcan tolerate an attenuation
up to 55.12 dB/km for a transmission distance of 1 km with
the given set of parameters, whereas the high-speed P2P-OL
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Figure 64: Min BER vs. bit rate per user (Gbps) under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel and G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel states with TAPEA� 5 μrad.
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Figure 65: Max Q-factor vs. bit rate per user (Gbps) under a LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel and G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel states with
TAPEA� 5 μrad.
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system under a G-G FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with
strong AT can ensure, at best, approximately 61.45 dB/km
for the same transmission distance and the same parameters
used. In addition, the high-speed P2P-OL system can also
tolerate an attenuation of up to 56.9 dB/km when it is
exploited under a LNF FSOC-1× 1 channel with strong AT
for a transmission distance of 1 km with the given set of
parameters. Furthermore, over the same LNF channel with
strong AT under the variation of the beam forming gain
number equal to 81, the high-speed P2P-OL system can
ensure the best performance at an attenuation value of up to
62.60 dB/km for the same transmission distance and the
same parameters used. On the other hand, when the TAPEA
is equal to 5 μrad, the high-speed P2P-OL system can ensure
the best performances with tolerate an attenuation up to
59.66 dB/km and 58.55 dB/km, respectively, under LNF
FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with strong AT and a G-G
FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with strong AT. Finally, for
the high-speed WDM-P2P-OL system under a FSOC-9× 9
channel, the conducted results show that the estimated OTC
for 16 users with acceptable performance levels are, re-
spectively, under LNF FSOC-9× 9 channel modeling with
strong AT is equal to 150.53Gbps and under a G-G FSOC-
9× 9 channel modeling with strong AT is equal to
150.72Gbps. For future work, the energy consumption
management for the OTx and ORx antennas of the
FSOC-MIMO channel is a hot subject.
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